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In the following please find the release of the Mercedes-Benz Cars
China vehicles sales in December 2012:

Mercedes-Benz Wraps up 2012 with New Sales
Record of 206,150 units in China
• China remains the biggest market globally for Mercedes-Benz’s
flagship S-Class, accounting for over 50% of its total worldwide
sales. In 2012, over 33,140 units were sold in China, a 7% yearon-year improvement.
• Sales of LWB E-Class and C-Class models saw their sales go up
4% and 9% year-on-year respectively. The GLK-Class achieved a
27% growth rate for the year.
• Mercedes-Benz’s sports car lineup continues its positive
performance exemplified by robust sales of its SLK and CLS
models which posted year-to-date growth figures of 137% and
93%, delivering 6,800 and 3,010 units respectively.
• smart tallied a record number of units sold in 2012 at 15,680
with impressive growth of 45% over the same period last year.

Beijing – Mercedes-Benz in China posted an all-time sales record high
of 206,150 units including Mercedes-Benz, smart, AMG, and Maybach
vehicles through the end of December 2012, a year-on-year growth
rate of 4%. A multitude of new products introduced into the Chinese
market this year has helped and continues to help build momentum for
the brand in its pursuit of sustainable development in the future.
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The S-Class remains the overwhelming first choice for Chinese Page 2
consumers who seek a top premium limousine that combines classic
design, advanced technology, and power and elegance in a single
package. Mercedes-Benz’s flagship model completed the year with
total sales in China of over 33,140 units, a year-on-year growth of 7%
in 2012.
The Mercedes-Benz GLK-Class, the mid-size premium SUV that
received a mid-term facelift in October this year continues to win the
hearts of China’s young trendsetters by offering them an exciting but
practical choice, achieved a 27% growth rate for the year.
The Mercedes-Benz C-Class, a representative of the “Young Mercedes”
family, was also well received by young customers with 9% year-onyear growth in 2012. The Mercedes-Benz LWB E-Class attracted social
elites by offering a premium driving and riding experience, posted an
increase of 4%.
Since the launch of the new M-Class in April 2012, consumer demand
for the SUV has regularly outpaced supply, resulting in extended lead
times for consumers. Yet, the M-Class had a remarkable year for sales
and growth, underlined by a December that saw nearly 1,910
deliveries, a 19% increase.
As the first model from Mercedes-Benz’s next generation compact car
family offered in the Chinese market, the new generation B-Class
demonstrated fast-growing popularity with nearly 2,760 customers
discovering the compact model since its introduction in August this
year.
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smart continued to fascinate young urban Chinese with a range of Page 3
stylish models in 2012. The micro compact model tallied a record
number of 15,680 units sold with an impressive growth rate of 45%
over the same period last year; almost 985 units were delivered in
December alone, representing a monthly growth rate of 158%.

Retail Sales Mercedes-Benz Cars in December 2012
December
2012
Mercedes-Benz

December
2011

Change
in %

YTD
2012

YTD
2011

Change
in %

18,457

22,848

- 19.2 %

190,485

187,718

+ 1.5 %

906

2,041

- 55.6 %

8,597

19,276

- 55.4 %

C-/CLK-/SLK-Class

3,447

5,443

- 36.7 %

37,712

34,209

+ 10.2 %

E-Class/CLS-Class

4,559

6,489

- 29.7 %

51,852

48,279

+ 7.4 %

S-/CL/SL-Class/
SLR/Maybach
ML-/R-/GLK-/GL-/GClass

2,033

3,763

- 46.0 %

33,003

31,618

+ 4.4 %

7,512

5,112

+ 46.9 %

59,321

54,336

+ 9.2 %

1,000

382

+ 161.8 %

15,696

10,800

+ 45.3 %

19,457

23,230

- 16.2 %

206,181

198,518

+ 3.9 %

of which: A-/B-Class

smart
Mercedes-Benz Cars

This document contains forward-looking statements that reflect our current views about future events.
The words “anticipate,” “assume,” “believe,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “may,” “plan,” “project,”
“should” and similar expressions are used to identify forward-looking statements. These statements are
subject to many risks and uncertainties, including an adverse development of global economic
conditions, in particular a decline of demand in our most important markets; a worsening of the
sovereign-debt crisis in the euro zone; a deterioration of our funding possibilities on the credit and
financial markets; events of force majeure including natural disasters, acts of terrorism, political unrest,
industrial accidents and their effects on our sales, purchasing, production or financial services activities;
changes in currency exchange rates; a shift in consumer preference towards smaller, lower margin
vehicles; or a possible lack of acceptance of our products or services which limits our ability to achieve
prices as well as to adequately utilize our production capacities; price increases in fuel or raw materials;
disruption of production due to shortages of materials, labor strikes, or supplier insolvencies; a decline in
resale prices of used vehicles; the effective implementation of cost-reduction and efficiency-optimization
measures; the business outlook of companies in which we hold a significant equity interest, most notably
EADS; the successful implementation of strategic cooperations and joint ventures; changes in laws,
regulations and government policies, particularly those relating to vehicle emissions, fuel economy and
safety; the resolution of pending governmental investigations and the conclusion of pending or
threatened future legal proceedings; and other risks and uncertainties, some of which we describe under
the heading “Risk Report” in Daimler’s most recent Annual Report. If any of these risks and uncertainties
materialize, or if the assumptions underlying any of our forward-looking statements prove incorrect, then
our actual results may be materially different from those we express or imply by such statements. We do
not intend or assume any obligation to update these forward looking statements. Any forward-looking
statement speaks only as of the date on which it is made.
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Further Investor Relations information on Daimler is available on the
Internet via http://www.daimler.com/investors and on handhelds via
http://www.daimler.mobi/ir.
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